
Welcome
to...

i Lab

Let's reflect on what
went well and what did
not go well to improve

the way we work.
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Finding My Way
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Introduction

Sofia AnaAna and Sofi will be our
facilitators for this session.

The goal of our session is to
generate a lot of ideas that can solve
some of the issues we discovered
during our research. 

Moises



Introduction to the Session

Insight immersion

Team Check-in and Icebreaker

Ideation 

1

3

2

4

Today's 
Agenda



Icebreaker

REVEAL
YOUR 

SECRETS

 
My name is_________________ and I am calling
from _________________

I studied (or am studying) __________

but before deciding that, I seriously
considered the crazy idea of being a
__________________



Introduction 
to

Opportunity



Choosing a career is one
of the most important
things we do in our lives,
yet...



for most, the process is...

confusing
stressful
intimidating



we believe it should
be:

fun 
inspiring
stress free



There are plenty of tools
But students don't seem to
engage or leverage them as

well as they could



How might we leverage modern
tech and social tools, or create

our own, to accomplish our
objectives?



Our intent...
Create an accessible platform for high school students
leveraging modern tech tools that makes them curious
and inspired about career possibilities (trades, majors,

locations, colleges, future careers), so they can get
motivated, make confident choices, and take steps

towards reaching their full potential and thrive in their
lives. 

The platform will transform this process, making it
enjoyable and inspiring.



An announcement...



discovery
immersion



Introduction 
to

Personas



About Personality

Likes Dislikes

Goals

1

Marie likes to draw and doesn’t
particularly hate physics so she decided
to go Madrid and study architecture. 
She hated it.
When asked what exactly she dislikes
about the program she can’t say - she
just hates all of it. 

19
Confused college student
Madrid, Spain

"Catalans are evil"

Marie
All things art
Coffee

Following orders
Snobs

Extrovert Introvert

Sensing Intuitive

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

Finding a new program that she likes
Becoming famous

Fav apps

Tiktok
Instagram

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02POGZuObIKa8d6LryhWt7ts5dmLQ:1625842087586&q=perceiving&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiDkt3gndbxAhVK-qwKHfRWAuAQkeECKAB6BAgCEDE


About Personality

Likes Dislikes

Goals

2

Fav apps

Sarah is in a junior in high school and is
beginning her college and career
process. She is typically good at school
and knows a few things she doesn't want
to go into but has no idea what the world
has to offer or what opportunities will
rise from what majors. 

17
Confused High School
student
Chicago, IL

"I have no idea what I want
to do"

Sarah
Math
Coffee

Medical fields 
Decisions 

Extrovert Introvert

Sensing Intuitive

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

Finding a program that she will be good at 
Finding a job after college in something she likes

Tiktok
Snapchat

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02POGZuObIKa8d6LryhWt7ts5dmLQ:1625842087586&q=perceiving&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiDkt3gndbxAhVK-qwKHfRWAuAQkeECKAB6BAgCEDE


About Personality

Likes Dislikes

Goals

3

Fav apps

Wyatt is a high school soccer player. His
main focus is getting recruited by a
college with a big name in soccer. School
is also important but it can't take away
too much time from sports. He has
dedicated so many years to it so he is
ready to keep going. 

17
High School Athlete
San Francisco, CA

"I need to become a D1
athlete"

Wyatt
Working out
Socializing 

Science 
Reading  

Extrovert Introvert

Sensing Intuitive

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

Go to a school for soccer with a team I like
Become a famous soccer player

Instagram
MyFitnessPal

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02POGZuObIKa8d6LryhWt7ts5dmLQ:1625842087586&q=perceiving&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiDkt3gndbxAhVK-qwKHfRWAuAQkeECKAB6BAgCEDE


About Personality

Likes Dislikes

Goals

4

Fav apps

Stella is a college student studying to
become a lawyer, currently on a pre-law
track. Before college she got to
experience being a lawyer since her
mom is one. She applied to many
schools but found her perfect fit with the
perfect program and is very happy. 

20
College Student
Boulder, CO

"I found my happy place"

Stella
Reading
Crime Podcasts 

Math 
Sports  

Extrovert Introvert

Sensing Intuitive

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

To become a successful lawyer following her mom's footsteps
Get into a good law school

Podcasts
Pinterest

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02POGZuObIKa8d6LryhWt7ts5dmLQ:1625842087586&q=perceiving&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiDkt3gndbxAhVK-qwKHfRWAuAQkeECKAB6BAgCEDE


About Personality

Likes Dislikes

Goals

5

Fav apps

Tina is about to finish high school, it was a
struggle but she will make it. She made up her
mind that college is not for her, she is ready to be
free! Nothing she saw or was exposed to inspired
her to think differently, and the stigma around
trades is so big that she doesn’t want to look at
them either. Right now, she feels a bit lost but
trusts that she can have a good life without much
more education. 

18
High School Student
Dallas, TX

"College is not for me"

Tina
Video games
Rave music 

School 
Chick-flick movies  

Extrovert Introvert

Sensing Intuitive

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

To find an occupation that she can enjoy but that doesn't
require years of schooling

Snapchat
Tik Tok

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02POGZuObIKa8d6LryhWt7ts5dmLQ:1625842087586&q=perceiving&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiDkt3gndbxAhVK-qwKHfRWAuAQkeECKAB6BAgCEDE


About Personality

Likes Dislikes

Goals

6

Fav apps

Johnny struggled to find his career path and
while it has been successful, it came with a fair
amount of challenges and a lot of hard work. As
his kids get into college age, he’s worried they’d
go the same and wants to give them everything
they need to make the right choice but finds it
difficult and frustrating to get them interested
and inspired. He can’t find the right tools to help
them. 

52
Corporate Executive
Cleveland, OH

"I wish I could help my kids
have an easier and more
joyful path than mine"

Johnny
Music
Arts
Outdoors

Pollution
Corporate politics 

Extrovert Introvert

Sensing Intuitive

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

To help his kids find their passion and be successful in their careers

Podcasts
Instagram

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02POGZuObIKa8d6LryhWt7ts5dmLQ:1625842087586&q=perceiving&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiDkt3gndbxAhVK-qwKHfRWAuAQkeECKAB6BAgCEDE


About Personality

Likes Dislikes

Goals

7

Fav apps

Erica was a high school counselor, she loved her
job, it was gratifying to help the kids although
she struggled because She couldn't dedicate
enough time to all her students. She lost her job
with COVID and is now an independent
counselor, she struggles to make enough money
but her business is steadily growing.

37
School counselor
Tucson, AZ

"I love to help the kids, I
wish I had more time to
dedicate to all of them"

Erica
Kids
Wine & friends
Yoga

Rap music
Football

Extrovert Introvert

Sensing Intuitive

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

To help as many high schools students as possible find their career
and school match so they thrive in their lives

Pinterest
Facebook

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02POGZuObIKa8d6LryhWt7ts5dmLQ:1625842087586&q=perceiving&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiDkt3gndbxAhVK-qwKHfRWAuAQkeECKAB6BAgCEDE


About Personality

Likes Dislikes

Goals

8

Fav apps

Kevin always wanted to be a an animal surgeon.
His favorite pastime as a boy was nursing baby
pigeons and other small animals in his backyard.
Both of his parents are vets and he is convinced
he wants to be one too. He’s barely a sophomore
but wants to start looking for the best animal
surgeon program ASAP. He must start choosing
his classes soon and doesn’t want to miss out on
any.

15
High School Student
Portland, OR

"The zoo is my second
home"

Kevin
Books
Nat Geo Documentaries

Sports 

Extrovert Introvert

Sensing Intuitive

Thinking Feeling

Judging Perceiving

To become a world renowned animal surgeon and travel
around to globe to help all animals in need

Youtube
Instagram

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk02POGZuObIKa8d6LryhWt7ts5dmLQ:1625842087586&q=perceiving&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiDkt3gndbxAhVK-qwKHfRWAuAQkeECKAB6BAgCEDE


Key 
Insights



I don’t know what I don’t know 
Help me learn about the endless possibilities in a way that doesn’t
overwhelm me 

Info may be there, but may it be
hard to associate
Lack of awareness or understanding
of career paths 
Connecting with people
Connecting interests and skills

A

Observations:



You can’t find a needle in a haystack 
While all the information you need is online, there is so much, and students get
overwhelmed and can’t find what is relevant for them 

People mainly use university
websites 
People get hung up on rankings and
school names  
Hard to find what you don’t know
when you don’t know what you are
looking for 
Aptitude quizzes inaccurate 
Hard to make emotional
connections
Popular career paths

S

Observations:



The most exciting time in my life! Yeah, right 
The process is full of deadlines and even when proactive, many students realize they’ve
already missed the boat on certain things like taking AP classes 

No clear guide 
Clearer picture would allow for a
more productive process
Ahead or behind? 
Judging progress by those
around them
External pressure from everyone

M

Observations:



I wish everyone was my advocate 
When it comes to my future, everyone has an opinion. Students get well-intended opinions from
parents, relatives, counselors, and friends. This just builds up to the stress and confusion 

Goals are not always aligned
School counselors checking the box, not giving useful
info
Pre-conceived ideas impact the process 
The goals may be aligned, but they still create stress
and confusion 
People tend to share OPINIONS not information

A

Observations:



Students get intimidated and
stressed as they see others 
Much value put in less important
factors 
Time of gossip
Scared of uncommon alternatives

S

Observations:

Why I am so far behind?! 
In a social environment like high school is impossible not to find out what others are doing or
how they are progressing. This is a major source of confusion, pressure, and stress for many. 



Talking to people is the best way to
make an emotional connection
Professionals and college students
are open to talking 
Students are limited to their and
their parent’s networks

M

Observations:

Nothing like the human touch 
I wish I could easily find people to talk to or meet in my areas of interest .



Oversimplified interests
Favorite parts of different fields 
Gain experience by taking classes,
doing internships, participating in
contests and other events or
shadowing professionals

A

Observations:

I need to figure out what I like about what I like
Students are asked to decide what to choose based on what they like, but in reality, they
don’t really know it! 



S

Observations:

The four legs of the table (Education + Financial + Social + Physical) are essential for success,
some students don’t understand it or know how to manage 

Underestimating legs of the table
Lack of meaningful and unbiased
information
Students often give too much
importance to one or another

I wish I had a framework to address the most
important aspects of the process



M

Observations:

Some students might really not be
made for college, so what? 
Many don't even consider trades
There is not as much information
about trades
Joys and the benefits of the trade
are unknown

College is not for me, now what? 
Trades are a viable option for many, but there is lack of information and a stigma about them 



A

Observations:

Guidance begins in junior year, but
some students are ready earlier 
Some students already have an idea
of what they want to do at early
stages

I am ready… now, where do I start? 
Students that want to start early and be as prepared as possible don’t know where to start or
where to go 



S

Observations:

Websites, brochures, and college fairs usually misrepresent the real side of the schools
sometimes leading to wrong conclusions 

Real side of a university
Material provided by universities biased 
College fairs just show the bright side of
universities 
Hard to connect with people that have
different experiences

I wish I could feel the university vibe without
such a big investment  



M

Observations:

Different methods of staying
organized 
If their organization fails, students
often blame themselves 
Students must keep track of
applications, deadlines, a range of
usernames and passwords, testing
periods, grades and events such as
fairs and campus visits

I wish I had better methods to stay organized 
There is so much to keep track of and different methods work for different people 



A

Observations:

Many students don't know what careers stem from a major

Many majors are too broad theres no way
of knowing what can come from them
Some careers may not even exist yet 
There isn't an easy way to find what
opportunities are out there or what they
entail 
Careers take twists and turns

I wish I knew how professions and majors
relate to each other 



S

Observations:

Most Students have access to resources like Naviance or a school counselor, but they don’t
necessarily know how to take advantage of it.  

Well prepared students have access to more resources
Many helpful resources cost money or require training or help
from someone 
 Private counselors are often a compliment to school counselors
who aren't helpful enough for many
Tools like Naviance are too complicated, over designed,  and
hard to use 
Colleges' individual websites  are the main resources used and
they all have bias. People judge the book by its cover

I wish I knew the resources I had and knew how
to use them 



Let's
Ideate!



Rules
of ideation



Rules
of ideation

Yes, And

Defer judgement

Encourage Wild Ideas

Do not try to solve it

Stay focused on topic

Go for quantity



Address issues of all personas

Fills gaps between current situation and 
 ideal solution

Helps high-school primarily but can help
college students

Helps with career and college decisions as
well as trades

Our ideation
canvas



What would an IDEAL solution be?

How can we solve this issue?

What ideas do you have that
would answer these questions?



Ideation
logistics



Goal is to hit all personas
and insights

Choose a color and
populate with your ideas

Be specific yet not
overwork it



Instagram 
pictures

An app with a feed
like instagram but
that showcases
careers in cool ways

GOODGOODGOODNOT GOODNOT GOODNOT GOOD



IDEATION ROUNDS:

Stress & Obstacles

Connections & Resources

Self-reflection & Process

1.

2.

3.



Action
00:20



Roundtable



youyouyou
ThankThankThank

youyouyou
ThankThankThank

for being here today!



Insight
Details



I don’t know what I don’t know 
Help me learn about the endless possibilities in a way that doesn’t
overwhelm me Obstacle

Why?

Because it can be difficult to know where to begin, know what you want, not listen to
bias. There is a barrier between the information available (access, time, depth) and the
students 

Ideation Starters:

How might we push only relevant information to students? 
How can we connect students to people in the field of interest and current college students? 
How might we help students discover all the possibilities that fit their skills and interests? 
What type of platform or service can make the process more tailored to each student? 1



You can’t find a needle in a haystack
While all the information you need is online, there is so much, and
students get overwhelmed and can’t find what is relevant for them Stress

Why?

Students don’t know how to associate what they like or are good at, with a program or
major. Many times they don’t even know what they like. 

Ideation Starters:

How might we expose students to daily activities on a wide range of professions in an efficient
way 
How might we help students connect their likes to a career 
How can we help students connect with current students to see what this is all about 2



Stress
The process is full of deadlines and even when proactive, many students
realize they’ve already missed the boat on certain things like taking AP
classes 

The most exciting time in my life! 
Yeah, right 

Why?

There is not a clear picture of the phases and timelines one has to follow 

Ideation Starters:

How might we give student a timely understanding of the phases and deadlines they must pay
attention to? 
How might we remind students of upcoming deadlines but not stress them unnecessarily? 
How can we make the process more enjoyable and less stressful? 3



Stress
When it comes to my future, everyone has an opinion. Students get well-
intended opinions from parents, relatives, counselors, and friends. This just
builds up to the stress and confusion 

I wish everyone was my advocate 

Why?

Everyone wants to help but they are not trained to do it or let their emotions guide
them 

Ideation Starters:

How might we align everyone’s interests for the benefit of the student? 
How might we provide “one source of truth” for students?  
How might we help student get information and make their own judgments

4



Stress
In a social environment like high school is impossible not to find out what
others are doing or how they are progressing. This is a major source of
confusion, pressure, and stress for many. 

Why I am so far behind?! 

Why?

Everyone is at a different place in their journey which may cause stress for others who
aren't ahead of the game. 

Ideation Starters:

How might we give students confidence so they hear others progress and take it
without making a self-judgement?

5



Connections
I wish I could easily find people to talk to or meet in my areas of interest .

Nothing like the human touch 

Why?

The high school students have a limited experience with networking and their
connections are very few  

Ideation Starters:

How might we give students the voice of experienced people when they need it,
without having to connect 
How might we give students a wide range of people they can connect with? 
How might we create believable and meaningful connections? 6



Self
Reflection

Students are asked to decide what to choose based on what they like, but in
reality, they don’t really know it! 

I need to figure out what I like about 
what I like

Why?

 It is important that students know what they like about what they like so they can
focus on that and find the university/career that fits them best 

Ideation Starters:

How might we help students break down their favorite subjects/activities so they can
figure out what they like? 
How might we help students connect their different interests so they can find their ideal
program? 
How might we help students gain experience in different fields in a way that doesn’t
require a huge investment of time and money? 

7



Self
ReflectionThe four legs of the table (Education + Financial + Social + Physical) are essential

for success, some students don’t understand it or know how to manage 

I wish I had a framework to address the 
most important aspects of the process

Why?

Sacrificing one or more legs of the table leads to a suboptimal fit at best and a bad
experience and change of university at worst so it should be prevented 

Ideation Starters:

How might we help students understand there's more to university than the
academic/social/financial/physical side? 
How might we help students figure out their ideals for each leg of the table? 
How might we present students with universities that match their ideal table? 8



Self
Reflection

Trades are a viable option for many, but there is lack of information and a
stigma about them 

College is not for me, now what? 

Why?

Because college is not for everyone .

Ideation Starters:

How might we increase awareness of trade associations? 
How might we decrease the stigma around them? 
How might we give students the confidence to choose one instead of a university?

9



Process
Students that want to start early and be as prepared as possible don’t know
where to start or where to go 

I am ready… now, where do I start? 

Why?

Because the organized planning is only addressed to older students  

Ideation Starters:

How might we help younger students get started in their search? 
How might we prevent younger students from getting stuck on a name or career from a
young age? 
How might we connect students that have made a career choice with universities and
professions  

10



ProcessWebsites, brochures, and college fairs usually misrepresent the real side of
the schools sometimes leading to wrong conclusions 

I wish I could feel the university vibe 
without such a big investment  

Why?

Students need to see the real side of prospective universities but not all students are
able to visit campuses 

Ideation Starters:

How might we connect current university students with high school students? 
How might we facilitate campus visit planning? 
How might we help students make the right observations and conclusions with the
information they are able to gather? 

11



There is so much to keep track of and different methods work for
different people 

Process

I wish I had better methods to 
stay organized 

Why?

There's a lot of info to keep track of and students adopt many different strategies but
these don’t always work

Ideation Starters:

How might we provide students with a basic structure for organization? 
How might we show a student they didn’t fail but rather their method was inefficient? 
How might we push students to try different methods if theirs fail? 
How might we use technology to keep students on top of things without feeling
overwhelmed?

12



Self
Reflection

Many students don't know what careers stem from a major

I wish I knew how professions and majors
relate to each other 

Why?

Because students are told to choose a career when sometimes they don't know what
they can get from it 

Ideation Starters:

How might we show students the opportunities related to a major/program faster and
in a more fun way? 
How might we show students how people moved from university to job to another job
and how that relates to their majors? 13



ResourcesMost Students have access to resources like Naviance or a school counselor,
but they don’t necessarily know how to take advantage of it.  

I wish I knew the resources I had and 
knew how to use them 

Why?

Good resources cost in time or money and sometimes aren't accessible to all 
Some resources are complex and require training 

Ideation Starters:

How might we give access to everyone? 
How can we make the process easier so extra help isn't a necessity? 
What makes the process so difficult that outside help is needed?  

14




